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On January 28, 2014, Complainant Cresta Technology Corporation (“CrestaTech”) ﬁled
a Complaint alleging, among other things, violation of Section 337 based on the importation, sale

for importation, and/or sale within the United States alter importation of Samsung and VIZIO
products that infringe one or more claims of U.S. Patent No. 7,075,585 (the “‘585 patent”), U.S.
Patent No. 7,265,792 (the “‘792 patent”), and_U.S.Patent No. 7,251,466 (the ‘“466 patent”).
(Compl. at 112).

On February 26, 2014, the Commission ordered institution of an investigation based on
CrestaTech’s Complaint to determine:

Whether there is a violation of subsection (a)(1)(B) of section 337 in the
importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the
United States aﬁer importation of certain television sets, television receivers,
television tuners, and components thereof by reason of infringement of one or
more ofclaims 1-3, 5, 10, 12-14, and 16-19, ofthe ‘S85 patent; claims 1-17 and
25-27 ofthe ‘792 patent; and claims 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 11-13, 16, 20-22, 24-26, 29, 31,
32, 35-37, and 39 of the ‘466 patent; and whether an industry in the United States
exists as required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337.
'
79 Fed. Reg. 12526 (Mar. 5, 2014).

PUBLIC VERSION
~ On September 30, 2014, CrestaTech ﬁled a motion to strike Dr. Harley My1er’s non
iI1ﬁ'ingemen’t€)_£p€1’t
report (the “Myler motion”). (Motion Docket No. 910-036.) On October 2,

2014, Respondents Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Samsung Electronics America, Inc.,

(collectively “Samsung”); VIZIO, Inc., TPV International (USA), Inc., Top Victory Investments
Ltd, SIO International, Inc., and-Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd. (collectively “VIZIO”)

ﬁled a motion for summary determination that televisions with NXP tuners do not infringe the
asserted patents (the “MSD”). (Motion Docket No. 910-041).‘ The two motions essentially

raise the same issue: whether tuners manufactured by non-party NXP Semiconductors N.V.
(“NXP”) and televisions containing NXP tuners are within the scope of this investigation.
C_restaTechcontends that NXP tuners are not at issue in this Investigation and seeks to

strike Dr. My1er’s expert report concerning NXP products. Respondents contend that the NXP

tuners were placed at issue by CrestaTech and seek a summary determination of non
infringement.

I.

PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. The Myler Motion
In the Myler motion, CrestaTech asserts that certain opinions in Dr. Myler’s report “do .

not rebut any contentions asserted by CrestaTech or opinions put forth by CrestaTech’s experts.”
(Myler Mot. at 1;) Instead, CrestaTech continues, “Dr. Myler opines improperly that tuners

manufactured by NXP, a non-party, which have not been accused of infringement, do not
infringe CrestaTech’s patents.” (Id.) CrestaTech asserts that it has never accused NXP tuners of

1On October 21, 2014, Samsung and VIZIO ﬁled a motion for leave to ﬁle a reply in support of its motion for
summary determination. (Motion Docket No. 910-O48.) CrestaTech ﬁled its response to the motion for leave on
October 31, 2014. Samsung and VIZIO’s motion is hereby GRANTED.
"
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infringement and has “been clear throughout the Investigation that it does not accuse NXP tuners
and does not consider such products to be within the scope of the Investigation.” (Id. at 2.)

CrestaTech asserts that its allegations of infringement are limited to tuners made by
Silicon Laboratories, Inc. and MaxLinear, Inc. (Myler Mot. Mem. at 1,) Accordingly,

CrestaTech asserts, CrestaTech’s expert, Dr. Martin Snelgrove, did not opine on NXP tuners in

his report. (Id)
CrestaTech asserts that Dr. Myler’s report “must be stricken as outside the scope of

proper rebuttal, and as subject matter which is not in any manner within the scope of the Notice

of Investigation.” (Id.) CrestaTech states that VIZIO failed to disclose until the last day of
discoveiw the

giving Crest-iTe<=hno

opportunity to conduct discovery as to whether those models infringe the patents-in-suit. (Id. at
1-2.) CrestaTech alleges that Samsung has not imported televisions containing an NXP tuner

except for purposes of this litigation, and that adjudication of non-accused tuners would be
prejudicial to CrestaTech and “unnecessary and premature.” (Id.)

CrestaTech states that its statement on the public interest, ﬁled concurrently with its
Complaint herein, identiﬁes alternative tuner manufacturers as providing non—accusedtuners that

could replace the infringing articles, but does not make any statement concerning whether those
alternative products would infringe. (Id. at 2-3.) CrestaTech asserts that toward the close of the

fact discovery period, certain respondents “suddenly began feverishly seeking discovery on NXP
tuners.” (Id. at 4.) With less than a month remaining in the discovery period, CrestaTech
alleges, subpoenas were issued to NXP and an NXP witness was deposed in London on August
14. (Id.) NXP’s witness testiﬁed, according to CrestaTech, that he was unable to take a position
on whether the NXP tuners infringe. (Id.)

I

I
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CrestaTech states further that on

CrestaTech rejected this proposal on the ground that it did not have sufficient evidence
concerning inﬁingement. (Ia'.) The submission of Dr. Mylcr’s report and the motion to strike
followed. (Id.)

'

CrestaTech argues that Dr. My1er’sopinions conceming NXP tuners should be stricken
because they raise new issues, rather than responding to CrestaTech’s contentions. (Id. at 7, 9- ’
10.) CrestaTech argues that Dr. My1er’s opinions concerning NXP tuners are outside the scope

of accused products as determined by the complaining party’s contentions. (Id. at 8, 10-11.)

4
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CrestaTech also states that Samsung products containing NXP 18273 tuners are monitors, not
televisions, and therefore outside the scope of the Investigation. (Id. at 12.) New or “design
around” products, CrestaTech states, fall within the scope of accused products only Where the ,

design of the product is sufficiently ﬁnal. and where importation for-sale has occurred. (Id. at 8
9, 13-15.)

Samsung and VIZIO dispute CrestaTech’s factual contentions. They state that, among

other things, CrestaTech refused to admit Whether a Samsung television with an NXP tuner was

an accused product, instead asserting that it lacked sufﬁcient infonnation to admit or deny.
(Myler Opp. at 3-5.) Samsung and VIZIO state that CrestaTech, in its Public Interest Statement,

portrayedNXPtunersas non-infringing.(Id.at 6.) SamsungandVIZIOassertthat:
and that

CrestaTech served Respondents “with multiple discovery requests seeking discovery that
(Id.)

‘

Samsung and VIZIO state that in May 2014, “relying on Cresta’s representations in its

Public Interest Statement

Samsung and VIZIO state that in June, July and August,

SamsungandVIZIO“servedCrestawithNXP-speciﬁc
discoveryincluding:
:

(Id.) Samsung and VIZIO state further that in July,

Samsung and VIZIO state further that

NXP, in response to subpoenas ﬁom Samsung and VIZIO, produced 9,000 pages of technical
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documents and a Witness for deposition. (Id) Samsung and VIZIO state that “Cresta attended
the deposition but did not pose substantive questions . . . .” (Id.)

Samsung and VIZIO state that they took additional steps before and after the discovery
deadline to resolve the issue, but CrestaTech “declined to adopt a position on NXP tuners or
televisions with NXP tuners.” (Id.) “On August 25,” Samsung and VIZIO continue, “despite”

being informed that
“Cresta’s expert submitted a report that failed to address” the

_

(Id-)

Samsung and VIZIO state that CrestaTech did offer on September 4, 2013, to stipulate

that NXP tuners would be outside the scope of any exclusion order because “they supposedly
were never accused.” (Id. at 8.) This offer was unacceptable to Samsung and VIZIO because

such a stipulation would not eliminate the “threat” of a subsequent action by CrestaTech
involving NXP tuners, but would negate “the substantial investment and effort made in this
Investigation to establish noninfringement.” (Id.)

p

Samsung and VIZIO argue that the notice of investigation generally deﬁnes the scope of
the investigation at the ITC. Samsung and VIZIO argue in addition that CrestaTech placed NXP

tuners in issue in this Investigation by stating in its Public Interest Statement that NXP tuners are
non-infringing alternatives. (Id. at 9-10.) Samsung and VIZIO state that the facts here meet the

criteria adopted by the Commission in Certain Elec. Digital Media Devices and Components
Thereof (“Elec. Digital Media”), Inv. No. 337-TA—796,CommTn Op. at 104-I05(Aug. 9, 2013)

because “‘the design around products were put in issue in [the] investigation, and [the
complainant] had the opportunity to present evidence of infringement.”’ (Id. at 11-12).

Samsung and VIZIO assert that each of the elements found signiﬁcant in Elec. Digital Media is

6
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present in this case: (1) the NXP tuners are within the scope of the Notice of Investigation; (2)

CrestaTech had the opportunity to inspect the imported products and depose relevant witnesses;

(3)Dr.Mylerwilltestifyathearingregarding
theseproducts;
and(4)_
—

(Id M12-)
Samsung and VIZIO assert that the Myler report is not a rebuttal report but an expert
report concerning non-infringing alternatives to the accused products. (Id. at 13.) Samsung and

VIZIO state that CrestaTech cannot have been surprised by Dr. Myler’s opinions because they

were based on Samsung’s supplemental responses to CrestaTech’s non-infringement
interrogatories served on July 25 and August 8, and

According to Samsung and VIZIO, CrestaTech was

informed before the deadline for opening expert reports that Samsung and VIZIO would submit a
non-infringement report regarding NXP products. (Id. at 15.) Samsung and VIZIO state that

CrestaTech does not dispute that

were imported, but does

dispute that Sa1nsung’s were. (Id. at 15-16.)

(Id. at 16.) I

-

Samsung and VIZIO assert that a product need not be in mass production to qualify as
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imported; “even a single product with no commercial value may satisfy the importation
requirement.” (Id. at I8.)

B. The Motion for Summary Determination
i Brieﬁng on the motion for summary detennination repeats many of the facts and
arguments pertaining to the motion to strike. Samsung and VIZIO claim that CrestaTech placed

the NXP tuners in issue when it ﬁled its Public Interest Statement, stating that NXP’s tuners

were examples of non-infringing altematives to the accused products. (MSD at 2.) Samsung

and VIZIO state fhhher that they have

S

(Id.at 3.) Further,theystate,“relyingonCresta’sverifiedstatement”regarding

the public interest

Samsung and VIZIO claim that as discovery progressed, “Cresta’s once-clear admission
about NXP tuners grew murky,” in that CrestaTech declined several times to admit that NXP

tuners do not inﬁinge and are not within the scope of the Notice of Investigation. (Id.) In light
of CrestaTech’s alleged equivocation, Samsung and VIZIO state, they had “no choice but to

litigate to get clarity.” (Id.) Accordingly, they state, they engaged in discovery and devoted

substantial resources to producing technical information about their
and also served a non-infringement report concerning these products. (Id.) Samsung and VIZIO

assert that CrestaTech, in response, “failed to provide infringement contentions and expert
opinions relating to these products,” and therefore should suffer a summary determination
against it for failure of proof. (Id.)

i

In their Memorandum, Samsung and VIZIO state that CrestaTech “took the position
before the Commission that NXP tuners are suitable, non-infringing altematives to the accused
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tuners,” and should not be permitted to “retract” that statement. (MSD Mem. at 2-3.)2 In any

event, Samsung and VIZIO assert, summary determination of non-infringement is appropriate

because there are no disputed issues of material fact with respect to several issues:

(1)—

fallwithin
thescope
Ofthe
Investigation;

(2) these televisions were properly introduced into the Investigation during fact
discovery; and (3) there is unrebutted expert testimony that these televisions do
not infringe.



(Id. at 3.) Samsung and VIZIO assert that unless the issue of infringement is resolved with

respect to NXP products,
and they could face a new
investigation accusing these same televisions of infringing the same patents. (Id. at 17.)

Summary determination also is appropriate on the merits, Samsung and VIZIO state.

They rely on Dr. Myler’s opinions, which they assert are undisputed, that NXP tuners use

different architecture and lack many of the claim elements of the asserted patents, “regardless of
the claim constructions adopted in this Investigation.” (Id. at 17-19.)

i .

In its opposition to the motion for summary determination, CrestaTech disputes the facts
asserted by Samsung and VIZIO and argues that the law does not permit _aﬁnding of non

infringement except where “‘the patent owner’s proof is deﬁcient. . . .”’ (MSD Opp. at 4.)



CrestaTech asserts that summary determination is inappropriate where claim construction is
disputed. (Id. at 4-5.)3

2 In their Response in support of their motion for summary determination, Samsung and VIZIO also note that
CrestaTech stated in its Motion to Cornpel discovery (Motion Docket N0. 910-009) that the Notice of Investigation
instituted a broad investigation and that CresraTech was “‘entitled to information concerning tuners manufactured
by parties other than Silicon Labs and MaxLinear [because] use of non-infringing tuners is relevant to the analysis
of public interest considerations.”’ (MSD Reply at 3 (quoting Order No. 16 at 2).)
3Dr. My1er’sexpert report includes at least one ground for each of his opinions that applies regardless of which
party’s claim constructions are adopted.
'
.
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CrestaTech states that on March 6 and April 24, 2014, it sewed VIZIO and Samsung with

interrogatories “seeking identiﬁcation of television sets, receivers, and tuners that Respondents
have sold or imported into the United States.” (Id. at 6.) In response, CrestaTech asserts,

Samsung and VIZIO
(Id-)

CrestaTech
statesthatVIZIOsupplemented
itsinterrogatory
responses
:
on August 8, 2014, and Samsung did so on July 25, 2014. CrestaTech states:

'

The first time in this litigation that CrestaTech was given any notice whatsoever
as to which Samsung
was when
Samsung and VIZIO unilaterally attempted to inject these non-accused products
into this Investigation at the eleventh hour.
(Id.) Further, CrestaTech states, NXP, which was subpoenaed by Respondents, not CrestaTech,

did not produce documents until eight days before the close of discovery, and did not produce a
witness until after fact discovery had closed, and after the parties’ ﬁnal responses to contention
interrogatories were due. (Id. at 7.)

_

CrestaTech relies on several ALJ orders in contending that “Commission precedent

'

compels the Administrative Law Judge to neither consider nor decide whether the NXP Products
infringe . . . .” (Id. at 7-8.) In a footnote, CrestaTech also asserts that “the Administrative Law
Judge lacks an adequate basis in the record to make any ﬁnding of non—infringement.” (Id. at 7

n.3.) CrestaTech seeks to distinguish the “handﬁil of special cases” in which the Commission

has found it appropriate to adjudicate the inﬁingement of non-accused products, speciﬁcally
noting that in Elec. Digital Media the complainant “sought and obtained substantial discovery

regarding redesigned products but then made a tactical decision not to accuse those products.”
(Id. at 8.) Here, CrestaTech asserts, it made no effort to obtain discovery conceming NXP

-

becauseit has neveraccusedthem. “In fact, as notedabove,it wasn’tuntilthe verylast
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day of discovery that CrestaTech was even made aware of all of Respondents’ NXP Products.”
(Id.) CrestaTech notes that it has “never served inﬁ-ingement contentions relating to NXP

hmers,” and that it offered to stipulate that NXP products were not accused and would be
“outside the scope of any exclusion order, but Respondents would not agree.” (Id. at 9 & 9 n.4.)

To adjudicate infringement of NXP products now, CrestaTech asserts, would reward Samsung
and VIZIO for “delay tactics.” (Id. at 9- l 0.)

(CrestaTech states that judicial estoppel does not apply, and that its Statement on the

Public Interest regarding NXP was that “‘third parties’ directly-competitive silicon tuners, such
as those available from NXP and Fresco, can replace the accused tuners.”’ (Id. at 10-11.)

CrestaTech denies that it stated that NXP products do not infringe the asserted patents. (Id. at
11.)‘

CrestaTech also asserts that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over the NXP products in

the absence of actual importation.

Importation must be

4I agree with CrestaTech that this is not an appropriate instance in which to apply the doctrine of judicial estoppel.
CrestaTech’s Public Interest Statement does not directly contradict its present contentions with respect to NXP
products. (See Sa.msung’sPublic Interest Statement at 2 (“Cresta has not actually stated that such companies
[including those whose products contain NXP tuners] are not infringing these same patents.”).) I note, however, that
Sa1nsung’sPublic Interest Statement may plausibly be interpreted to provide early notiﬁcation to CrestaTech that
WhetherNXP tuners infringe would be at issue. Sarnsung stated, “Cresta should not be permitted to rely on other
companies to replace excluded products when those companies are also potential infringers and, therefore, also
potentially subject to an exclusion order.” (Id.)

ll
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“imminent”
andtherespondent
muststand“readyandwilling”
tosell:

in

the United States, CrestaTech says. (Id. at 12, 14.)

CrestaTech asserts that it served discovery requesting information concerning design
around products and neither Samsung nor

(Id)

CrestaTech maintains that Samsung and VIZIO also have failed to carry the necessary

burden to obtain a summary determination of non-infringement. CrestaTech says Samsung and
VIZIO have not explained the basic technical facts regarding the NXP products, why these



products do not infringe the accused patents, or why the disputed claim constructions do not .

preclude summary adjudication. (Id. at 15.) CrestaTech claims that “any order ﬁnding non
infringement would be Without an adequate basis in the record . . . .” (Id. at 16.)

C. Staffs Response
Commission Investigative Staff (“Staff ’) responded to the Myler motion and the motion
for summary determination in a combined pleading. Staff’s Response contains an abbreviated
reference to the facts, stating that on March 6, 2014, CrestaTech served VIZIO and Samsung

Withinterrogatories seeking discovery regarding products potentially Withinthe scope of the
I

Investigation. “Specifically, CrestaTech sought the identiﬁcation of Samsung and VIZIO
“television sets, television receivers, television tuners, and components thereof.” (Staff Resp. at

2-3.) Staff states that on April 24, 2014, CrestaTech sought further discovery regarding the
identiﬁcation of tuners used in VIZIO and Samsung televisions. (Id.)

12
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Staff notes that in responding to those discovery requests, VIZIO and Samsung did not

identify any televisions using NXP tuners until over four months later. Staff continues that on
August 8, 2014, the last day of fact discovew»

and on July 25, 2014, Samsung supplemented its

inteirogatory products using NXP tuners.” (Id. at 3.)

Staff says that NXP tuners have not been placed at issue in this Investigation.

Accordingly, Staff argues that VIZIO and Samsung’s motion for summary detennination should
be denied and CrestaTech’s motion to strike should be granted. Staff notes that “in general,”

ALJ’s have declined to rule on non-infringement with respect to non-accused products. (Id. at 3

4.) “Nonetheless,” Staff continues, “the Commission has found that it is appropriate, in some
circumstances, to adjudicate non-accused products.” (Id. at 4.) Those circumstances include,

according to Staff, cases in which the complainant “sought and obtained substantial discovery

regarding redesigned products, and yet made the tactical decision not to accuse those products.”

(Id) Staff argues that here, “CrestaTech did not seek and obtain substantial discovery regarding
the products in question.” (Id)

‘

Staff notes CrestaTech’s insistence that it ‘“has accused only tuners made by Silicon Labs
and MaxLinear, and televisions containing those tuners.’” (Id.) Staff notes‘that the Complaint

does not reference NXP tuners, but only Silicon Labs and MaxLinear tuners. Staff concludes
that the Investigation is limited to the allegations in the Complaint. (Id. at 5 (quoting Certain

Ceramic Capacitors and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-692, Order No. 37, at 4,
n.l (Jun. 10, 2010)).)

13
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II.

FINDINGS OF FACT
In the Statement of Public Interest ﬁled with its Complaint on January 28, 2014,

CrestaTech stated, in pertinent part: “CrestaTech and third parties can provide an adequate

supply of non-infringing alternatives to consumer and television manufacturers (including the
respondent manufacturers)” (MSD, Tab B at 2.) CrestaTech also stated: “[i]n addition, third
parties’ directly-competitive silicon tuners, such as those available from NXP and Fresco, can

replace the accused tuners.” (Id. at 3.) CrestaTech also stated: “[t]he replacement of an
infringing integrated silicon television tuner with CrestaTeoh’s Smart TunerTM,a third-party non

infringing silicon tuner, or a traditional CAN tuner would result in the same overall performance
from the consumer’s perspective.” (ld.)

,

_

While there is no assertion as such that NXP tuners are non-infringing, the natural

implication of the statements made by CrestaTech and quoted above is that NXP tuners are non
inﬁinging.

_

On March 6, 2014, CrestaTech served Samsung and VIZIO with Interrogatory No. 17

seeking the identity of documents showing ﬁnal product speciﬁcation for an accused product as
Well as all products for which Samsung and VIZIO were engaged in

research, design, development, engineering, manufacture, assembly, testing,
marketing, distribution, customer support, importation into the United States,
export to the United States, or sale into the United States, including all prototypes,
next-generation releases, follow-on products, future version, derivatives,
equivalents, and variations of the Accused Products.
(See MSD, Tab T at 13; MSD, Tab BB at 13.)‘

In addition, CrestaTech served Interrogatory No. 20, which stated:
Identify and state in detail the date, outcome, and facts and circumstances relating »
to any analyses ‘orefforts by you to design any products around the Patents-in
Suit; identify all documents relating to the same; and identify all persons involved
in such design-around efforts.

l4
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(See MSD, Tab T at 13; MSD, Tab BB at 13.) Ihave been provided with no evidence that either

Samsung or SVIZIOresponded to these interrogatories by asserting that they were developing or

impeding

(See

CrestaTech’s Resp. to Sarnsung and VIZIO SOF at 12; see also MSD, Tab T.)

On April 24, 2014, CrestaTech served Samsung and VIZIO with an interrogatoiy
seeking, among other things, the identity of “all televisions you have imported, sold for _

importation, sold after importation, or plan to import, sell for importation, or sell after
importation, in the United States, from January 28, 2011 to August 8, 2014.” (See MSD, Tab U
at 10; MSD, Tab CC at 10.)

On May 2, 2014, CrestaTech served Samsung and VIZIO with lnterrogatories seeking,

among other things, information on “the production of like or directly competitive articles in the
United States.” (See MSD, Tab V at 10; MSD, Tab DD at 10.)

On May 8, 2014, VIZIO served CrestaTech Withits First Set of Requests for Admissions,

in which, among other things, VIZIO asked CrestaTech to admit that NXP tuners and televisions

did not infringe the accused patents on any theory and were not within the scope of the Notice of
Investigation. (See MSD, Tab D at 4, 12-13.)
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On May 19, 2014, CrestaTech responded to VIZIO’s requests for admission conceming

CrestaTeeh’s infringement contentions Withregard to NXP tuners. CrestaTech responded with
various objections, subject to Which,it stated, “the information known to or readily obtainable by

Complainant is insufﬁcient to enable Complainant to admit or deny.” (See MSD, Tab E.)
On June 11, 2014, in supplemental responses to VIZIO’s interrogatories, CrestaTech
Sta“-=dthat

(See MSD,

T®LLm6)

—

(CrestaTech’sResp.to SamsungandVIZIOSOFat 21;see SamsungandVizio

SOF at 10, MSD, Tab FF at 3.)

p

On July 14, 2014, at VIZIO’s request, a subpoena duces tecum and ad testiﬁcandum was
issued to NXP. (See MSD, Tab P.) ’

On July 16, 2014,

(See MSD, Tab GG; CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and V

sop at 22.)
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On July 18, 2014, CrestaTech stated in response to VIZ1O’s interrogatories that it had

“conducted standard competitive analysis of the TDAl8275 and TDA18273, by reviewing
associated data sheets.” (CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and VIZIO SOF at 23.)

On July 24, 2014, Samsung shipped television model No. UN48H8000AF to Ropes &
Gray in New York. (See MSD, Tab H.) This model was a sample and was not in mass
production. (See MSD, Tab O at 29.)

~

Also on July 25, 2014, Samsung produced technical documents regarding its televisions
with NXP tuners. (See MSD, Tab L.) CrestaTech disputes this fact and states that these were a

“handful” among numerous unrelated documents. (CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and VIZIO
SOF at 9.)
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CrestaTech disputes this fact, stating that it “did not request a corporate designee as to NXP
tuners . . . .” (CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and VIZIO SOF at 9; MSD, Opp. Ex. 3.) To the

extent that Samsung implies that CrestaTech requested a corporate designee as to NXP tuners, I

agree with CrestaTech. CrestaTech’s notice of deposition, however, is sufﬁciently broad to
encompass testimony concerning NXP tuners, however, as it deﬁnes “Accused Products” as “any
television, television component, or tuner within the scope of this Investigation . . . .” (MSD
Opp., Ex. 3 ‘at5.) In addition, deposition topic No. 29 requires testimony regarding the factual

basis for Samsung’s contention that “third-party television manufacturers, including but not
limited to, Sony, Toshiba, and Panasonic,'cannot replace any televisions that may be excluded as
a result of this Investigation . . . .” (Id. at 15.) Since CrestaTech alleged in its Statement of

Public Interest that televisions including NXP technology could replace excluded televisions,
NXP products were included in the topics on which Samsung’s witness was expected to testify.
(MSD, Tab B at 3.)

Also on July 25, 2014, a subpoena duces tecum and ad testiﬁcandum was issued to NXP
at Sarnsung’s request. (See MSD, Tab I.)

V

Also on July 29, 2014, Samsung served CrestaTech with Samsung’s ﬁrst set of requests
for admission concerning NXP products. (See MSD, Tab F.) CrestaTech disputes this fact as
misleading, stating that rSamsung’srequest for admission “sought legal conclusions concerning
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hypothetical and incompletely described Samsung products.” (CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung

and VIZIO SOF at l0.) Samsung’s requests for admission explicitly referred to televisions with
NXP tuners. (See MSD, Tab F.) CrestaTech’s refutation amounts to legal argument.

—

._

(SeeMSD,Tab11;CrestaTech’sResp.to SamsungandVIZIOsor at 22,) Tab JJ

to the MSD contains documents concerning two of the

On August 6, 2014, Samsung produced additional technical documents concerning NXP
tuners and televisions containing NXP tuners. (See MSD, Tab N.) CrestaTech objects, again,

that this production constituted a handﬁll of documents amidst numerous others, but does not
dispute that the documents were produced. (CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and VIZIO VSOFat
10-1 l .)

.

On August 8, 2014, CrestaTech responded to the requests for admission, stating that it
still lacked sufﬁcient information to admit or deny. (See MSD, Tab G.)

Also on August 8, 2014, Samsung provided additional detailed responses to non

infringement interrogatories regarding Samsung televisions with NXP tuners. (See MSD, Tab
K.)

.
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_

(SeeMSD,TabEEat3-4.)

(See MSD, Tab KK at
9-12.)

Also on August 8, 2014, CrestaTech denied each of Samsung’s requests for admission

concerning televisions with NXP tuners, stating that it still lacked sufficient information. (See
MSD, Tab G.)

On August 13, 2014, Order No. 26 was entered permitting Respondents to take the
deposition of NXP out of time for good cause shown.

"

It is undisputed that, as of August 8, 2014, the day fact discovery closed, CrestaTech had

not served responses to infringement contention interrogatories with respect to NXP products.
(CrestaTech’s Resp. to Samsung and VIZIO SOF at 6.) '
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On August 25, 2014, CrestaTech submitted an expert report that did not address NXP
products. (See MSD, Tab X.)

On September 16, 2014, Respondents submitted Dr. Myler’s report, in which he opined

(See MSD, Tab W, Att. 1 at 46.)

On September 22, 2014, CrestaTech conﬁnned that NXP products were not Within the
scope of the Investigation and stated that it did not intend to take Dr. Myler’s deposition. (See
MSD, Tab X.)

III.

DISCUSSION

.

It is undisputed that CrestaTech did not name NXP as a respondent in this Investigation,

and did not in its Complaint accuse NXP tuners or televisions of infringement. CrestaTech never

served infringement contentions speciﬁcally relating to NXP tuners. Although CrestaTech as
much as stated in its Statement Regarding the Public Interest that NXP tuners and televisions

containing them were non-infringing, it became clear in the course of the litigation the
CrestaTech was not prepared to give NXP tuners a free pass. On the other hand, CrestaTech did

not wish to litigate the question of whether televisions containing NXP tuners inﬁ-inged.

This left Samsung and VIZIO in a quandary, because they were considering whether

Awordmgly, Samsung and VIZIO
(belatedly) set about to obtain a ruling that

were

non-infringing. In the course of discovery, they
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Now CrestaTech was in a quandary. Although CrestaTech maintains that Samsung and

VIZlO’s disclosures concerning NXP tuners were too little and came too late, CrestaTech did not

seek to obtain more information or more time to respond. Seeking additional information would

have placed NXP tuners more prominently at issue, while CrestaTech continued to maintain that
NXP tuners were outside the scope of the Investigation. Accordingly, CrestaTech asserted that it

did not have sufﬁcient information to admit or deny that televisions with NXP tuners infringed
without, however, having made much of an effort to obtain the information CrestaTech said it
lacked.6 Instead, CrestaTech relied on legal arguments, principally (l) televisions with NXP

tuners are outside the scope of this Investigation and (2) there has been no importation of
televisions with_NXP tuners within the meaning of section 337.

CrestaTech took a calculated risk that by relying on these legal arguments, it could
preserve potential claims against NXP tuners for future litigation and/or an exclusion order. The
question before me is whether CrestaTech’s stratagem will succeed.

A. Scope of the Investigation

~

First, in general, it is the notice of investigation, not the c0mplainant’s allegations, that
determines the scope of the investigation under section 337. See J9 C.F.R. 210.1O(b); Certain
Wireless Commc ’nsEquipment, Articles Therein, Inv. No. 337~TA-577, Order No. l4 at 2

(January ll, 2007). Notwithstanding, some ALJs have refused to rule on infringement regarding

6 It is true that CrestaTech served interrogatories on Samsung and VIZIO regarding design arounds and did not
receive an appropriate response. Nevertheless, the information supplied in the course of the litigation was suﬁicient
to put CrestaTech on notice that NXP products were at issue, in enough time for CrestaTech to pursue discovery
concerning those products (if it had Wished to do so). As the Commission stated in Certain MulzipleMode Outdoor
Grills and Parts Thereof (“Grills”), IHVA
No. 337-TA-895, Comm’n Op. at l5-16 (Jul. 23, 2014), a complainant may
not rely on discovery deﬁciencies alone to keep products out of an investigation. (See infra Part III.A.)
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non-accused products. See, e.g., Certain Ceramic Capacitors and Prods. Containing Same, Inv.
No. 337-TA-692, Order No. 37, at 4, n.1 (Jun. 10, 2010).

'

.

The Commission, however, has found that it is appropriate to adjudicate non-accused

products in some circumstances. Most recently, in Certain Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills and
Parts There0f(“Grills ”), Inv. No. 337-TA-895, Comm’n Op. at 15-16 (Jul. 23, 2014), the
Commission found that eight re-designed product lines WereWithinthe scope of the

investigation. In Grills, the Commission found that a party that produced documents regarding

redesigned products before seeking a summary determination had placed redesigned products at
issue in the investigation. Id."at 17. The Commission ruled that “the parties engaged in

sufﬁcient discovery to place the redesigned gills at issue . . . .” Id. Based on the decision in

Grills, it appears that a respondent can place redesigned products in issue by providing sufﬁcient
information to put the complainant on notice that they may be at issue.

.

The ruling in Grills was bolstered by the Commission’s observation that a party “that
feels that it has had inadequate discovery to respond may seek a continuance from the
ALI.” Id. In other words, a complainant in the position of CrestaTech cannot simply choose not

to react to the presentation of non-accused productswthe complainant must take steps to obtain
adequate infonnation to enable it to do exactly what CrestaTech refused to do in this case: admit

or deny that the products infringe. As a policy matter, “‘consideration of design around products

during the course of the proceedings before the ALJ provides predictability in enforcement of the
order by U.S. Customers and Border Protection (“CBP”).” Grills at 16-17 (quoting Elec. Digital
Media, Inv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op. at 104-105). The policy favoring consideration of

non-accused products in appropriate circumstances logically encompasses design around

products and other non-accused products within the scope of the notice of investigation. Were
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this not so, non-accused products could be subject to exclusion by the CBP without an actual
7

_

ﬁnding of infringement by the ITC.

.

The question remains Whetherthe circumstances in this case are such that the

Commission would approve consideration of non-accused products. For guidance, I turn to the
Commission’s previous decisions.

In Grills, the Commission noted that redesigned products had been deemed within the

scope of the investigation when the complainant “conducted extensive discovery with respect to

the redesigned products and had the opportunity to present evidence on the redesigned products
at the hearing.” Grills at 16-17 (citing Elec. Digital Media, Inv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op.
at 104-105). The factual situation in Grills was similar to the facts in this case, where “relevant

discovery has occurred to place the redesigned products at issue in the investigation.” Id. at

17. “Speciﬁcally,” the respondents had produced documents regarding the redesigned grills

prior to ﬁling the summary determination motion. Id. These documents included “at least
photographs and product manuals.” Id. at 17 n.3. In Grills, moreover, the investigation was

instituted on September 26, 2013, see id. at 2, and the complainant was ﬁrst put on notice of the

redesigned grills “in responses to discovery requests” on December 2, 2013, a period of ten
Weeks. Id. at 17 n.3. On January 27, 2014, more than eight weeks later, counsel for the

respondents produced documents illustrating the redesigned model. Id. More than 4.5 months

had elapsed from the time the investigation in Grills was instituted until these documents were

produced. The respondent thereafter made six additional document productions on the

redesigned products before ﬁling a motion for summary detennination of non-infringement. Id.

7 Only if a complainant agrees to withdraw the allegations of inﬁringement with respect to the products is it
acceptable for the ALI to decline to consider design arounds. See Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Prods.
Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Op. at 23-24 (Jun. 26, 1997).
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The Commission found that this was sufﬁcient discovery to place the redesigned products at
issue. Id. at 17.



In addition, the Commission noted that a party “opposing a motion that feels that it has

had inadequate discovery to respond” may seek a continuance under Commission Rule
210.18(d), to conduct additional discovery. Id. at 17-18. Documents submitted even two days

before the motion for summary determination Was ﬁled were deemed to be timely disclosed, 

with the burden on the party opposing the motion to seek a continuance if it could not respond
“without additional speciﬁc discovery.” Id. at 18.

.

In Elec. Digital Media, the Commission approved an ALJ ruling that design around
products were within the scope of the investigation where, among other things, they ‘“were the
subject of extensive discovery.”’ Inv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op. at 103. The Commission

rejected the complainant’s argument that including design arounds in the investigation was
unfair. In terms that are directly applicable to the case before me, the Commission stated,

“[w]hen confronted with [the respondent’s] evidence of noninﬁingement, [the complainant] had

an obligation to either present evidence of infringement or withdraw its allegations concerning
these products, but it did neither.” Id. at 104 (citing Flash Memory, Lnv.No. 337-TA-3 82,

Comm’n Op. at 19-25). Complainant in Elec. Digital Media also argued (unsuccessfully) that
the complainant“‘determines what issues are to be adjudicated in an investigation, not the

I

respondent.” Id.

LnElec. Digital Media, the Connnission distinguished on its facts an ALJ’s decision in
Certain MEMS Devices and Prods. Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-700, Order No. 8 at
6-7 (July 12, 2010) (“MEMS Devices”). In that case, the ALJ determined that design around

products were not encompassed within the investigation because they were not accused. The
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Commission, in rejecting applicability of the MEMS result, noted that the complainant in Elec.

Digital Media had moved to compel production of “all documents and information,” including
design around products, “substantial” discovery was taken on the design around products,”
complainant’s expert had inspected the products as well as the relevant source code and had
taken depositions of the relevant witnesses for the respondent.” Id. at 104. In addition, the

complainant’s expert testiﬁed at hearing regarding the design around products, but the

complainant “made a tactical decision not to present any direct or afﬁrrnative evidence on this
issue.” Id. at 104-O5.‘The Commission affirmed the ALJ’s ruling that “the design around

products were put in issue in this investigation,” and that complainant “had the opportunity to
present evidence of infringement.” Id. at 105. That was sufﬁcient to include the design around

products in the investigation, and for purposes of detennining the scope of any exclusion
order. Id.

.

In addition, in Flash Memory, a decision cited with approval in Grills, the Cormnission

stated that the ALJ should have made a determination regarding infringement of new design
products where the complainant alleged that the products infringed but declined to put on

evidence because it “had not been able to make a detennination of infringement due to [the
respondent’s] conduct during discovery.” Inv. N0. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Op. at ll. In the
'Commission’s view, the complainant had made “a conscious decision” not to move for a

continuance of the evidentiary hearing or pursue discovery sanctions and “must now accept the
consequences of that decision.” Id. at 10-ll & 22 n.32.8

8 The ALJ decisions to the contrary are factually distinguishable, or conﬂict with the Commission precedent and
policy discussed herein. In MEMS, for example, the complainant asserted that the respondent “did not produce any
documents during discovery or submit any expert opinions regarding” the design around products. Inv. No. 337*
TA-700, Order No. 8 at 3. That is not so here. (See supra Part II.)
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V

In light of the ﬁndings of fact set forth above, I conclude that there was sufficient

information available during the course of the Investigation concerning televisions using NXP
tuners to place CrestaTech on notice that those products were at issue. Accordingly, if
CrestaTech required more time to develop its infringement position, it should have asked for
additional time.

'

CrestaTech argues that NXP tuners were never part of the investigation and that it was
unfairly surprised by Dr. Myler’s opinions concerning them. The following facts refute

CrestaTech’s argument: (1) CrestaTech’s allegation in its Statement on the Public Interest that

NXP tuners were alternatives to the accused tuners, implying that these products were non
infringing alternatives; (2) VIZIO’s May 8, 2014 request for admission that NXP tuners and
telexdsions did not infringe and were not within"the scope of the Investigation; (3) CrestaTech’s

consistent refusal to admit or deny that NXP tuners inﬁinged; (4) CrestaTech’s interrogatory

response on June ll, 2014, noting that substitution of the accused tuners with those made by

NXP“wouldnot in all casesresultin identicalperfonnanceof the television;(5)

<6)
vIZI0’s
July
14.
2014
subpoena
toNXP;
<1)
i

J

<8)
creswreahs
staemem
on
July

18, 2014 that it had “conducted standard competitive analysis of the TDA 18275 and TDA

18273, by reviewing associated data sheets;” (9) Samsung’s supplemental interrogatory

responses on July 25, 2014, in which it identiﬁed Samsungproducts with NXP tuners 

—

(10)
Sarnsungw
production
onJuly
25,2014
of

additional technical documents regarding its televisions with NXP tuners; (1 1) Samsung’s

identiﬁcation on July 25, 2014, of a corporate representative to testify regarding Samsung
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televisions with NXP tuners; (12) issuance of a subpoena to NXP on July 25, 2014, at
Samsung’s request; (13) Samsung’s July 29, 2014 request for admission to CrestaTech referring
to televisions WithNXP tuners; (14)
(15)

(16) Samsung’s

production on August 6, 2014, of additional technical documents including products containing
NXP tuners; (17) Sa1nsung’s additional responses to non-infringement interrogatories on August
8, 2014 regarding Samsung televisions with NXP tuners; (18)

(20) issuance on August 13, 2014

of Order No. 26 pennitting Respondents to take the deposition of NXP out of time for good
cause shown; (21)

and (22) CrestaTech’s conﬁrmation on
September 22, I014, that it did not intend to take Dr. Myler’s deposition. What emerges from

this fact pattem is that Respondents sought at least as early as June 2014 to introduce the issue of

televisions containing NXP products into the Investigation; that CrestaTech was increasingly
aware as discovery progressed that Respondents were seeking to introduce these products into

the Investigation; that CrestaTech was intent on arguing that these products should be kept out of

the Investigation; and that, as a result, CrestaTech deprived itself of the opportunity to obtain
sufﬁcient information to litigate infringement with respect to these products.
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These circumstances are similar to those in which the Commission has determined

previously that whether non-accused products infringe should be considered by the ALI. This
issue did not spring full blown, without warning, on August 8, 2014. Notwithstanding the _

deﬁciencies of of Samsung and VIZIO’s discovery responses, CrestaTech had ample warning
that the NXP products were at issue and was not prejudiced in its ability to address the issue: if

CrestaTech believed it was prejudiced, it should have sought relief from the administrative law

judge, either by seeking sanctions against Samsung and VIZIO for discovery abuses or by

i

seeking additional time to respond to the new evidence. CrestaTech sought neither.

B. Importation

.

S

The complainant in Grills argued, as CrestaTech does here, that there was no evidence

that the redesigned products were fixed or had been imported. Inv. No. 337-TA-895, Comm’n

Op. at 19. The Commission held that a dispute concerning importation does not preclude an ALJ
from considering Whether a particular product infringes. Id. at 20-21.

CrestaTech disputes importation with respect to Samsung products but not VIZIO

products.(SeeMylerMot.Mem.at14;MSDOpp.at12-14.)_

1

19 C.F.R. § 210. l 8(b). With respect to the Samsung products, there are factual disputes to be

resolved. Therefore, the issue of importation with respect to Sarnsung televisions will be decided
after hearing on a full evidentiary record.

C. Infringement

'

Two Commission decisions in circumstances like those before me support the conclusion

that a party that submits neither contentions nor expert evidence on the issue of infringement will
have judgment awarded against it based on failure of proof. As described above, the
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Commission in Elec. Digital Media affirmed judgment for respondents where acomplainant had
failed to address the respondent’s inﬁingement contentions with “direct or afﬁnnative evidence”
concerning design around products. Inv. No. 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op.at 105. Similarly, in

Flash Memory, the Commission held that new designs were non-infringing based on failure of
proof, where (1) the respondent’s technical experts testiﬁed that its new designs were not
infringing, while the con1plainant’s technical experts offered no opinion on infringement; and (2)
the complainant failed to present evidence of infringement at trial. Inv. No. 337-TA-3 82,
Comm’n Op. at 25.

Moreover, where non-infringement contentions are unrebutted, no genuine issue of

material fact exists and summary determination of non-infringement may be granted based on’
failure of proof. See, e.g., Certain Audiovisual Components and Prods. Containing the Same,
Inv. No. 337-TA-83 7, Order No. 67 at 3-4 (Feb. 27, 2013) (unreviewed). CrestaTech has not

submitted evidence or contentions conceming inﬁingement of the asserted patents by televisions
with NXP tuners. Samsung and VIZIO, meanwhile, have submitted evidence concerning
products containing NXP products, as well as an extensive expert report from Dr. Myler on non

infringement. CrestaTech has submitted no evidence that would refute Samsung and VlZlO’s
evidence on NXP tuners or Dr. My1er‘s conclusions, and has declined to submit its own expert

report on the issue. The time for submitting evidence and expert opinions has passed. As a

result, CrestaTech has failed as a matter of law to carry its burden to show infringement with
respect to televisions using NXP tuners; accordingly, Motion Docket No. 910-041 is hereby

GRANTED for Samsung and VIZIO on the issue of infringement with respect to these products.
See 19 C.F.R. § 210.180»).
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IV.

CONCLUSION
CrestaTech’s motion to strike Dr. Myler’s expert report is DENIED. Samsung and

VIZIO’s motion for summary determination is GRANTED as to VIZIO’s NXP products. The
motion for summary determination is GRANTED as to Samsung’s NXP products, except with
respect to the issue of importation, which will be decided after hearing. Samsung and VIZI_O’s

motion for leave to ﬁle a response in support of their motions for summary determination with
regard to NXP tuners is GRANTED.
ORDER

Y

Accordingly, it is my Initial Determination that Motion Docket No. 910-041 is hereby
GRANTED-IN -PART.
Pursuant to 19 C.F.R.§ 2l0.42(h), this Initial Detennination shall become the

_

determination of the Commission unless a party ﬁles a petition for review of the Initial
Detennination pursuant to l9 C.F.R. § 210.43(a), or the Commission, pursuant to l9 C.F.R.

§ 210.44, orders, on its own motion, a review of the Initial Detemiination or certain issues
herein.

.

I Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the Office of 

the Administrative Law Judges a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of
this document deleted from the public version. The parties’ submission may be made by
facsimile and/or hard copy by the aforementioned date.

.

party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted from the public version

thereof must submit to this ofﬁce a copy of this document with red brackets indicating any
portion asserted to contain conﬁdential business information. The parties’ submissions

concerning the public version of this document need not be ﬁled with the Commission Secretary
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Motion Docket No. 910-048 is hereby GRANTED. Motion Docket No. 910~O36is
hereby DENIED.‘

SO ORDERED.

Dee"Lord

Administrative Law Judge
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